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Celebrity/Influencer Round Ups
This year we saw a particular focus on Celebrity/Influencer Voice, therefore we 
have looked back at some of the biggest 2022 moments of the 
most-talked-about celebrities’ careers. From Kardashians’ new ventures to Harry 
Styles’ world tour (and more), all are going to be explored in this section.

Kardashians:
Besides filming their popular Kardashians’ series and attracting millions of eyeballs, the 
Kardashian-Jenner family is well known for using their influence to create successful 
business ventures and securing iconic brand partnerships. With no visible slow-down for the 
family on the horizon, we took a deep dive into 2022 highlights of Kardashian-Jenner fashion 
and business empire.

Kim
● Balenciaga featuring Kim for their FW22 campaign was exceptionally buzzy, 

garnering an outstanding $9.3M in MIV® in echo around the her appearance. 
Leveraging Kim’s Voice earned Balenciaga $1.9M in MIV® from Kim’s Owned 
Media channels. The top placement by Kim was worth $893K in MIV®. 

● On June 1st, Kim Kardashian announced her new skincare line SKKN by Kim to 
be launched on June 21st. Following the launch, the brand generated an MIV® 
of $18.8M across 2.9K placements. Of which, $6.3M in MIV® came from Kim, 
with the top social post generating  $913K in MIV® for the brand. 

● This year’s Met Gala was particularly buzzy for Kim, who, in line with American 
Fashion theme, participated wearing Marilyn Monroe’s iconic president dress. 
The A-lister garnered an astonishing $39M in MIV® in conversations during the 
first 4 days. Kim was also responsible for the top placement for the event, 
earning $1.8M in MIV®.

Kourtney
● The speculation around Kourtney’s announcement of her new brand ‘Lemme’ 

created a notable buzz immediately after the news broke, garnering $7.7M in 
MIV® before the brand’s launch. The brand highly benefited from its founder’s 
Voice, with Kourtney herself earning the brand $3.5M in MIV®. Her top 
placement garnered an outstanding $1.2M in MIV®! 
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Celebrity/Influencer Round Ups
Kourtney (continued)

● Kourtney and Travis’ destination wedding took place at the Castello Brown in 
Portofino, Italy. The ceremony garnered over $47M in MIV® across almost 11K 
placements. 

○ Dolce & Gabbana earned a total of $25.4M in MIV® for hosting the 
celebration, representing 54.5% of the total MIV®.

○ Dolce & Gabbana’s owned media generated a total of $1.2M from 10 
placements.

○ The Kardashians were key at bringing attention to the event. The family 
was responsible for 55% of the total MIV® for the brand with only 16 
posts, featuring multiple outfits by Dolce & Gabbana.

○ The Kardashian family generated a total of $14M in MIV®, 
representing 30% of the entire weekend.

○ One of the most discussed topics was her veil, which was mentioned 
across 2K placements, generating $7.7M in MIV®.

○ Kourtney’s own post generated more than  $1.5M MIV® in the first 24 
hours.

Harry Styles:
With two new film releases and a worldwide selling-out tour, Harry Styles has created a lot 
of excitement and anticipation, fueling discussions by many this year. We took a look at  the 
most buzzy projects the generation-defining superstar worked on to see how much 
influence Harry has generated in 2022.

● From January to November this year, Love on Tour generated conversations 
worth $35M in MIV® (excluding owned artist’s channels). With Gucci supporting 
the artist with the tour outfits, the luxury maison contributed to the total MIV by 
$634K in MIV®. Moreover, the artist earned Gucci $3.5M MIV® worth exposure, 
with the brand being mentioned alongside the tour. 

● The film's "Don't Worry Darling" premiere during the festival was mentioned 
across 8.7K placements, generating a total of $34.5M in MIV® (22% of the overall 
event's MIV). Harry Styles garnered $21M of MIV®. One of the top voices 
creating echo around the film was Gucci. With Harry Styles wearing Gucci suit 
during the premiere, the ongoing partnership between the star and the luxury 
Maison garnered the event $853K in MIV®. 

● Gucci's announcement of the collaboration with its long-standing face Harry 
Styles ‘Ha ha ha’ was released in June, and after months of anticipation, the 
capsule collection launched in November. During this time, the partnership 
between the luxury maison and the artist generated an incredible $12.4M in 
MIV. Harry’s placement earned $1M in MIV. 
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Celebrity/Influencer Round Ups

 Ups
Rihanna
While her illustrious music career was on pause, Rihanna had a year full of some important 
milestones closely followed by millions. Starting the year with one of the buzziest pregnancy 
announcements, Rihanna surprised fandom by hinting to a highly-anticipated comeback to 
the music career, signaling the very exciting projects to come in 2023. In the meantime, we 
took a look at some significant moments of Rihanna in 2022:

● With the long rumored comeback of one of the biggest female music artists of 
all time, Rihanna released an announcement of her new single ‘Lift Me Up’. Just 
in 24 hours, the announcement generated an exceptional $21.8M in MIV®, with 
the artist’s Instagram announcement alone garnering $1M in MIV®.

● Rihanna’s pregnancy announcement at the beginning of the year was 
welcomed with a spectacular buzz, amounting to an incredible $24.4M in MIV® 
during the first 48 hours. The artist’s Instagram placement sharing the news, 
which was shared after the initial 48 hours, generated $3M in MIV®! We took a 
closer look at some iconic pregnancy looks worn by the celebrity:

○ Rihanna wearing a Chanel pink puffer coat in the pregnancy 
announcement pictures, garnered the brand $2.5M in MIV® during the 
first 48 hours. 

○ For Mother's Day this year, Rihanna wore the embellished full runway 
mini skirt look from Miu Miu, garnering the brand $1M in MIV® during 
the first 48 hours.

○ Rihanna’s attendance to Dior Fall 2022 show wearing black sheer Dior 
look garnered an outstanding $9.4M in MIV® for the brand in the first 
48 hours. (The scope of this research was done to reflect the 
conversations around Rihanna + Dior, without necessitating that 
placements mentioned the Paris Fashion Week).

● The announcement of Rihanna’s half-time headline at Super Bowl 2023 
generated an outstanding $28.8M in MIV® during the first 48 hours, with the 
major buzz, worth $24M in MIV® originating from social media specifically. The 
artist proudly shared the announcement on her own social media, with a single 
placement worth $2M in MIV®. The NFL also shared the news with a 
placement, which earned $202K in MIV®. 

● On November 9th, the artist debuted her highly anticipated ‘Savage x Fenty’ 
Show Vol. 4, which generated an impressive $21.6M in MIV®. The top 
placement for the show came from the show’s guest Johnny Depp, who with a 
single post earned $811K in MIV®. 
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Celebrity/Influencer Round Ups
Blackpink
With their seats reserved at the front rows of fashion weeks, enormous attention from the 
media, and an engaged fanbase along with industry brands, the K-pop stars of BLACKPINK 
stand at the forefront of the fashion industry. To better understand the influence BLACKPINK 
holds, we took a look at the  top  2022 moments of the most popular girl band in the world.

● The group’s appearance at the VMA’s generated a total of $51.9M in 
MIV®, with 30% originating from YouTube. The top placement featuring 
VMA’s was posted by Lisa, and garnered $2.1M in MIV®.

● Jennie fronting the Calvin Klein Fall 2022 campaign generated a total 
of $6.8M in MIV®. Jennie’s single post featuring the campaign valued 
over $2.1M in MIV®. 

● The new BLACKPINK’S partnership with Adidas on ’NMD_V3 shoes' 
generated $5.6M in MIV® during the first 48 hours. The top placement 
announcing the new partnership was posted by Jisoo, which garnered 
$1.4M in MIV®. 

● Jisoo acted as the top Celebrity Voice for the SS23 Paris Fashion Week 
garnering $2.9M in MIV® across 2 placements. Both placements 
mentioned Dior, with the top post earning the brand $1.5M in MIV®.

● Jisoo was a top Voice for the PFW FW22 shows, and the K-Pop star’s  
show attendance drove $7M in MIV® for Dior. Her Instagram post 
alone generated them $1.7M in MIV® and was the top placement for 
PFW overall, as well as the top Celebrity Voice – generating a total of 
1152 mentions from her single post. 

● BLACKPINK’s Jennie provided a massive uplift in brand performance to 
Chanel with her attendance of their FW22 season’s show. Her front row 
appearance single handedly generated $3.6M in MIV® for the luxury 
brand.

Overall, we notice a growing tendency of brands leveraging K-Pop stars to 
strengthen their presence in the APAC region. Such trend is visible within FW22 
data specifically, with all 4 fashion weeks seeing APAC countries in top 5 country 
splits. More specifically, South Korea for example, garnered over $34M in MIV® 
representing 4% of MIV® during the fashion weeks, which is 1.5 times more than 
Germany, representing only 2.5% of total MIV®, with $23.5M.
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Celebrity/Influencer Round Ups
Zendaya
With an impressive  filmography such as “Spider-Man”, Euphoria and Dune series, Zendaya 
is one of the most talked-about actresses of the generation. We took a look at some of the 
brand partnerships Zendaya had in 2021-2022 to see how highly-demanded Hollywood 
actress influences the industry:

● From June 2021 to June 2022, Zendaya garnered conversations amounting to 
$1.2BN in MIV®, Top brands the celebrity worked with during this time: Bulgari 
(with her ambassadorship bringing $30.3M in MIV®), Lancome (worth $29.6M in 
MIV®), and Valentino (worth $26.7M in MIV®). 

● In the wake of the “Barbiecore” trend infiltrating pop culture, Valentino 
kickstarted the September by unveiling its PP Pink Fall campaign fronted by 
Zendaya. The campaign, featuring the celebrity posing in the hot pink 
collection in an all-pink setting, has generated an exceptional $2.9M in MIV® so 
far, with 91% of the total MIV originating from social placements. The luxury 
maison greatly benefited from featuring Zendaya in the campaign, with the 
single placement by the actress posing in pink earning Valentino $1.5M in 
MIV®.

Lena Situations
Lena Mahfouf, best known as Lena Situations, has quickly become the fashion world's 
favorite "it girl." The 25-year-old French content creator regularly collaborates with brands 
like Dior and acts as one of the leading voices in the fashion industry.

● Lena’s ongoing partnership with the luxury maison Dior garnered an impressive 
$4.6M in MIV® on influencer’s socials during the period of March, 2021 to 
September, 2022. 

● Lena was the first French influencer to be invited to Met Gala since its creation. 
Influencer’s presence at this year’s Met Gala generated an outstanding $4.5M 
in MIV® across 273 placements. With only a single placement on her 
Instagram account, Mahfouf earned $471K in MIV®, featuring brands such as 
Markarian, Bulgari and Jimmy Choo. Influencer’s Owned Voice contributed to the 
total MIV by $2.3M, the remaining being the echo around the attendee. Lena 
posing with Kris Jenner amassed $428K in MIV®.

● Lena attended Vogue World during NYFW SS23, garnering $460K in MIV® for 
the show. The top placement posted by the influencer was worth $261K in 
MIV®.
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Celebrity/Influencer Round Ups
Leonie Hanne
With more than 4.5M followers on Instagram, Leonie Hanne, is one of the most recognised 
faces in the fashion industry today. She has become the face of numerous prestigious 
names in the FLB industry, such as Louis Vuitton, Dior, Fendi, Chopard and Swarovski to 
name a few.

● Leonie made an impressive entrance to this year’s Cannes Film Festival, 
garnering a total MIV® of $3.3M across 339 placements. Due to Influencer’s 
engagement rate, she garnered 63% of the total MIV® through Owned Media 
Channels, with the top placement earning $255K in MIV® and featuring Nicole 
Felicia’s pink gown. 

● The influencer acted as one of the top Voices for the FW22 SS23, garnering 
almost $3.6M in MIV® from her Owned channels only across all weeks. 

Chiara Ferragni
The 31-year-old founder of theblondesalad.com, a fashion blog that has turned into a 
global retail business, Chiara has built a 28M audience on her socials and is a face of 
numerous brands and front seats of the fashion shows. We took a look at the data points 
underlined by her influence over the industry:

● Chiara dressed in Versace generated $3.2M MIV® for the brand at this year’s 
Met Gala, with the top placement originating from the influencer’s account 
earning the brand $707K in MIV®.

● Chiara Ferragni’s presence at FW22 SS23 generated a total of $2.8M in MIV® 
throughout all 4 weeks. The influencer was responsible for the top placement 
for the Gucci show, earning a total of $948K in MIV® across 2 placements. 
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Events & Award Shows
With Hollywood and the rest of the world returning to the full speed 
post-pandemic, we see the strong return of physical events, which has provided 
plenty of opportunities to honor this year’s best in film, music, fashion and more. 
We took a deep dive into the data behind some of the most significant events 
and award shows of the year:

Superbowl
● The Super Bowl LVI happened on the 13th of February, 2022  and it generated 

$520M in MIV® across online and social. Data gathered within a week of the 
event found the top 4 brands to be Nike ($2.5M MIV®), Tiffany and Co. ($1.7M 
MIV®), Louis Vuitton ($1.6M MIV®), and Dundas ($1.4M MIV®). 

● Press coverage surrounding the Vince Lombardi Trophy produced by Tiffany & 
Co. garnered them $759K in MIV®. The brand also generated buzz from pieces 
worn by Kendrick Lamar ($420K MIV), Lebron James ($344K MIV), and Odell 
Beckham ($64K MIV).

● During the Halftime show, Kendrick generated $1.1M MIV® wearing Louis 
Vuitton from late designer Virgil Abloh’s F/W22 collection. The NFL was the top 
voice for the fashion house, with their Instagram post generating $323K MIV®. 
Singer Mary J. Blige also took the stage wearing a custom Peter Dundas outfit 
and garnered the brand an MIV of $1.1M®. Their top post being from their 
Partner Voice, Swarovski, generated $41k in MIV® for the label.

Met Gala
● This season, Met Gala generated an outstanding $420.4M in MIV®, with 47% 

coming from Instagram, who sponsored the event and hosted the after party.
● Kim Kardashian was the top attendee of the event, earning $39M. Kim was also 

responsible for the top post for the event, garnering $1.8M in MIV®.
● Versace made a big splash at the Met Gala this year, generating $31.2M in total 

MIV® as compared to the Met Gala 2021, where they garnered $26M in total 
MIV®.  The luxury house leveraged their Celebrity and Influencer Voice styling a 
number of stars on the red carpet. Notably, co-host Blake Lively wore a 
transformative dress that garnered Versace $13.7M in MIV®. This was 
followed by Cardi B, Gigi Hadid, and Chiara Ferragni each generating $5.9M, 
$4.5M, and $3.2M in MIV® respectively. Versace’s strong Owned Media Voice 
earned them $3.3M in MIV® posting 75 placements surrounding the Met Gala.
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Events & Award Shows
Venice Film Festival

● The 79th Venice Film Festival generated an amassing $154M in MIV®.
● The star of ‘Stranger Things’, Sadie Sink was responsible for the top placement 

for the event, garnering $1.3M in MIV®.
● Florence Pugh partnered with Maison Valentino and Tiffany & Co for the 

event's red carpet look, with the social placement by the celebrity earning the 
brands $493K in MIV®. Additionally, the actress featured Valentino Beauty in 
the BTS placement, worth $554K in MIV®.

● For the Venice Festival, Sydney Sweeney partnered with Armani Beauty, 
earning the brand an outstanding $2.2M in MIV® across 3 placements. The top 
performing placement by the Euphoria star garnered the brand $770K in MIV®. 
Additionally, whilst being in Venice, the actress featured the brand in a reel 
worth $334K in MIV®.

Cannes Film Festival
● This season, Cannes Film Festival garnered a spectacular $679.6M in MIV®.
● The top celebrity for the event was Deepika Padukone, who garnered $11.5M 

in MIV® across 14 placements for the event.
● Georgina Rodriguez was responsible for the top placement for the event, 

which earned $1.3M in MIV®.
● Tom Cruise's presence and debut of his new movie, Top Gun: Maverick, 

garnered over $34M in MIV®, of which more than $1.2M MIV® were in regards 
to his look by Giorgio Armani.

● Similarly, Austin Butler's appearance at the Cannes Film Festival generated a 
large MIV® of $12M across more than 4.7K placements. Austin also generated 
Cartier $418.5K in reference to the brand since his recent endorsement as an 
ambassador for the luxury brand.

● Chopard was one of the sponsors for the Film Festival landing them as the top 
performing brand garnering a total MIV® of $26M. Their top celebrity was 
Italian star, Michele Morrone, who garnered $1.5M in MIV® across 3 placements 
for the Luxury brand. Notably, their top celebrity including Echo was Bella 
Hadid, who generated $3.4M across 598 placements featuring the brand. 
Similarly, Chopard’s top placement featured an Instagram post from Georgina 
Rodriguez with Bella Hadid garnering the brand $995K in MIV®.

● Louis Vuitton amassed a total value of $20.2M in MIV®. They strongly 
leveraged Deepika Padukone, who generated $5.3M in MIV® for the fashion 
house across 7 placements. That being said, she also contributed towards 56% 
of the brand’s total MIV® with her media echo. Notably, of the top 10 
placements for the maison, the top 7 posts all came from Deepika’s Instagram 
account, with her top post featuring her in a red Louis Vuitton dress garnering 
more than $1M in MIV®.
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Events & Award Shows
GRAMMYs

● This season, the GRAMMYs garnered almost $500M in MIV®, with an echo 
building up about three days before the event and during the week after.

● Top celebrity attendee of the event was Lady Gaga, who has amassed $3.9M in 
MIV® across 6 placements. Celebrity Voice’s top placement was worth $918K 
in MIV®.

● Dua Lipa was responsible for the top placement of the event, which garnered 
over $1M in MIV®. In total, the artist earned $1.4M in MIV® for the event.

● Other notable appearances: Lil Nas X with $1.9M in MIV®, Paris Hilton with 
$1.8M in MIV®, and BTS with $1.4M in MIV®.

Oscars
● The 94th Academy Awards were strong for beauty and jewelry brands. Tiffany 

& Co ranked as the top jewelry brand, due to celebrities such as Lady Gaga, 
Rachel Zegler and Venus Williams wearing the brand. Tiffany & Co generated 
an overall of $7.6M in MIV®. Bulgari, worn by Zendaya, garnered $3.3M in 
MIV®. Cartier earned $2.9M in MIV®.

● As for beauty:
○ Lancome generated the most discussions, creating a buzz worth $7.6M in 

MIV®. This is due the brand tapping into its Global Brand Ambassador 
Zendaya, who promoted the products on her Instagram Story. Lancome was 
able to gain $2M in MIV® from a single Zendaya’s post. 

○ Charlotte Tilbury ranked the second with utilizing the opportunity to 
introduce the campaign #PillowTalkParty. The brand garnered a total of 
$3.3M in MIV®.

○ Dior, who collaborated with one of its global ambassadors – Anya 
Taylor-Joy, not only dressed the actress head-to-toe in Dior AW22, but also 
created a red carpet makeup look using products from its Dior Beauty line. 
By employing a cross-product approach, the brand created a cohesive 
brand storytelling, as well as boosted the total MIV®, which in the end 
amounted to $2.9M in MIV®. 

Wimbledon
● 2022 marked the 17th year of The Wimbledon x Ralph Lauren's partnership 

featuring a star-studded attendees’ list wearing the sponsor’s latest collections. 
This year also saw the release of newly Ralph Lauren-designed uniforms for all 
Wimbledon support staff. The sports event garnered an impressive $1.9M in 
MIV® for the brand. David Beckham was dressed in the branded suit, what 
generated Ralph Lauren $250K in MIV®.
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Events & Award Shows
Monaco Grand Prix

● The 79th Monaco Grand Prix took place on 29th May, 2022, garnering a total 
MIV® of $140M across 47K placements on both Online and Social channels.

● Charles Leclerc, was responsible for the highest share of MIV amongst the 
racers, with 27% of the lion's share. He generated a total of $37.8M in MIV®, 
including echo.

● Lewis Hamilton generated a total MIV® of $23.5M, including echo.
○ A portion of online conversation surrounding Hamilton was related to 

his recurring debate with the FIA around wearing jewelry sparking an 
MIV® of almost $2M.

○ While Lewis Hamilton generated $23.5M in MIV® including echo, he, 
himself, garnered a total MIV® of $1.6M across only 4 social 
placements.

○ His top social post featuring amethyst inspired helmet designed in 
collaboration with the artist, Daniel Arsham, gained an MIV® of $802K.

● Sergio (Checo) Perez made history being the first Mexican to win the Monaco 
Grand Prix. He generated $34.9M in MIV®, including echo making up 25% of the 
total MIV® of the racers.

○ He was also responsible for the highest earning placement for the 
race with his Instagram post garnering over $817K in MIV®.

● Tag Heuer generated an MIV® of $1M being the official sponsor for the 
Monaco Grand Prix.

○ The luxury brand also selected Jacob Elordi as their brand 
ambassador for their New, limited edition Monaco watch. Of which, 
conversations surrounding the star contributed $242K in MIV® towards 
the Tag Heuer’s total.

● Louis Vuitton designed the trophy case for the Grand Prix earning them $516K 
in MIV®.

● This F1 race, Rolex garnered an MIV® of $368K.
● Luxury jewelry brand, APM Monaco generated an MIV® of $335K in this race.

French Open
● Rolex was the Premium Partner and Official Timekeeper of Roland-Garros for a 

fourth consecutive year as the 126th edition of the French Open,  which took 
place in Paris from 22 May–5 June. Rolex expanded its presence in the game, 
becoming a partner of all four Grand Slam tournaments.

● The partnership between Rolex and French Open garnered an overall of 
$12.6M in MIV® in the first two weeks.
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Albums of the Year
This year we saw some of the buzziest artists releasing long-anticipated 
albums, garnering an incredible buzz for the music industry. We took a look at 
the most notable announcements this year:

Beyonce’s “Renaissance”:
● Beyonce’s announcement of her newest album “Renaissance” on the 16th July 

garnered an outstanding $24M in MIV® during the first 10 days.

Harry Styles’ “Harry’s House”:
● The announcement of “Harry’s House” released by Harry Styles on 23rd March 

garnered an exceptionally buzzy $30.1M in MIV® in the first 10 days.
● Harry’s announcement on Instagram was especially major, earning $2M in 

MIV®. Overall, the celebrity himself garnered $8.7M in MIV® for the album 
across all Owned social platforms.

Taylor Swift’s “Midnights”:
● The much-anticipated recent release of Taylor Swift’s new Album ‘Midnights’ 

generated an astonishing $55.8M in MIV® during the first 48 hours. 
● Celebrating the highly-personal 10th studio album, Taylor Swift herself 

garnered $12.8M in MIV® for the album launch, contributing to the 
conversations around the release by 23%. The top placement for the album 
was posted on the celebrity’s social media, and was worth $1.1M in MIV®.

BLACKPINK’s “Born Pink”:
● BLACKPINK’s announcement of their newest album ‘Born Pink’ on September 

4th generated $76.1M in MIV® in the first 10 days. $57M of the total MIV® 
originated from Owned Media channels, with top post earning $2.6M in MIV®. 

● Jennie's Owned Social channels garnered the most MIV® for the album, 
amounting to $4.3M in MIV®.

● Top post for the announcement originated from BLACKPINK’s YouTube profile, 
earning $2.6M in MIV®.
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Impactful Fashion Collaborations
This year we have seen some iconic and unexpected collaborations between 
the brands, which shaped both the industry and the culture going forward. We 
have analysed some of the buzziest collaborations between the brands, to see 
which partnerships attracted the most attention:

Fendace:
● Presented during Milan Fashion Week in September of 2021 and launched in 

2022, the collaboration garnered an exceptional $71M in MIV® since then till 
May 2022. 

● Fendi and Versace mutually benefited from their Owned Media channels, 
garnering a total of $11.2M in MIV® across both brands.

● Dua Lipa acted as the top Celebrity Voice for the collaboration, earning $1.3M 
in MIV® with a single placement. 

Adidas x Gucci:
● During the first two weeks, the sporty retro glamour produced by Adidas x 

Gucci collaboration amassed an outstanding $15.9M in MIV®, later to increase 
to $75.8M in MIV® by the end of June.

● Gucci acted as the top Voice for the campaign, generating $8.1M in MIV® 
during the first two weeks after the launch, followed by Adidas with $809K in 
MIV®, Later these figures grew to $17.2M and $3M respectively. 

● Finishing the top 3, the K-pop girl band (G)I-DLE (여자)아이들 garnered the 
collaboration $2.7M in MIV® across 11 placements during the months 
February to June. 

Jacquemus  x Nike:
● The Jacquemus x Nike partnership has undoubtedly been one of the most 

aesthetically acclaimed collaborative collections of the year. Released on June 
28th, Nike's collaboration with Jacquemus garnered an impressive $10.5M in 
MIV® across 2.9K placements with the buzz snowballing since the 
announcement in mid May. 

● Although Jacquemus was responsible for the top placement for the campaign 
($307K in MIV), Jorja Smith also posted about the collaboration, earning $287K 
in MIV®. 
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Impactful Fashion Collaborations
Louis Vuitton  x Nike:

● With the collection drop date in June 2022, the brand collaboration garnered  a 
total MIV® of $16.7M across 8.7K placements. The collaboration was described 
by Louis Vuitton as "the most authentic high-end sneaker", being the first shoe 
crafted outside of a Nike factory.

● Tazeel Khan was responsible for the top placement for the collaboration, with 
$214K in MIV®. 

Adidas x Prada “Re-Nylon”:
● The collaboration between Adidas x Prada launched in January this year, and 

garnered over $6M in MIV® with conversations building up about 8 days before 
the launch and during the week after.

● Both Adidas and Prada shared the partnership on their Owned Media accounts, 
garnering a total of $612K in MIV®, which accounted for 10% of the total MIV® 
generated.

● The collaboration highly-benefited from the K-Pop star Jaehyun mentioning it 
on a placement, which alone garnered $1.4M in MIV®.

Balmain x Barbie:
● Balmain’s creative vision of female empowerment, diversity and inclusivity led 

the brand towards an unexpected collaboration with Barbie, garnering an 
exceptional $7.7M in MIV®.

● Influencers were  the main voice for this collaboration, making up for 40% of the 
total MIV. For instance, Bretman Rock garnered $1.2M in MIV® across 3 
placements. The Influencer also authored the top placement of the campaign, 
earning  $793K in MIV®.

● Balmain were very vocal about the campaign across their Owned Media 
channels, with a total MIV® of $2M across 69 placements.

Burberry x Supreme:
● Burberry x Supreme collaboration, which launched in March this year, garnered 

an overall of $4.8M in MIV®.
● Supreme and Burberry themselves were the top voices for their collaboration, 

and authored the top 10 placements between both of them. Together, they 
generated over $1.2M in MIV®.
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Impactful Fashion Collaborations
Adidas x Balenciaga:

● The announcement of the partnership between Adidas and Balenciaga during 
Resort 2023 runway garnered $7.2M in the first 10 days. Both brands acted as 
the top Voices for the campaign, generating $3.2M in MIV® together.

● More recently, two fashion powerhouses released the highly anticipated 
collaboration drop now available to buy. The launch generated an outstanding 
$5M in MIV® in the first 4 days. The campaign was led by well-known faces 
such as Bella Hadid, Isabelle Huppert, Han So Hee and more. Bella Hadid was 
responsible for the top placement for the campaign, garnering $296K in MIV®. 
Overall, the campaign benefited from Balenciaga’s Owned Media channels, 
which contributed to the total MIV® by an impressive $1.2M in MIV®.
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Big Film/TV Moments
Film and TV are known to co-exist with the fashion industry, thus we often see 
key TV moments inspiring and defining both fashion and culture trends. For this 
reason, we took a look at the most-anticipated releases of the year, to see how 
much influence key TV moments had on the FLB industry in 2022:

“And Just Like That…”:
● The SATC reboot made quite the splash in the headlines, with the MIV® for the 

top brands featured in the show valued over $156M in just one month. 
● The top 5 brands, in order of MIV, were: Oscar de la Renta ($3.5M), Manolo 

Blahnik ($3M), Gucci ($2.8M), Fendi ($2.6M) and Balenciaga ($1.1M).

“Emily In Paris”:
● Emily in Paris season two, piqued audiences' interests with a buzzy launch, just 

before the 2021 holidays. In just one month, the brand amassed $96M in MIV®.
● The top 5 brands, in order of MIV®, were: Dior ($1.9M), Valentino ($1.8M), Prada 

($1.7M), Dolce & Gabbana ($1.5M), and Zara ($1.3M). 

“Euphoria”
Viewers of the show have taken a growing interest in fashion, therefore, luxury fashion 
brands like Prada, Valentino, Miu Miu and Boss are collaborating with the show’s diverse 
cast in order to connect with this consumer segment.

● Prada’s recent SS22 collaboration with Hunter Schafer shows this growing 
attention, with the campaign generating $3.4M in MIV® for the brand. 

● Similarly, Angus Cloud amassed $1.6M in MIV® with his feature in Thom 
Browne’s recent Fall campaign. Moreover, the actor was responsible for the top 
post at NYFW in February, 2022, worth $914K for sitting in the front row at 
Coach and also, was the top Celebrity attendee for the event.

● The ongoing partnership between BOSS and Jacob Elordi generated an 
outstanding $2.8M in MIV®.

● Euphoria 2 premiere: Hunter Schafer for Prada - $298K in MIV®, Zendaya for 
Valentino - $298K in MIV®, Sydney Sweeney for Miu Miu - $410K in MIV®, 
Alexa Demie for Balenciaga - $422K in MIV®, Maude Apatow for Saint 
Laurent - $144K in MIV®.
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Big Film/TV Moments
“Black Panther: Wakanda Forever”
The film’s star-studded premiere event on 26th of October generated an exceptional 
$14.3M in MIV® in the week after the event. 

● Marvel acted as the top Voice for the event garnering $8.8M in MIV®, and was 
responsible for the top placement which, by featuring Rihanna, garnered 
$663K in MIV®. 

● Rihanna’s attendance overall garnered $1.8M in MIV® for the event. The artist, 
who chose to wear Rick Owens’ sequin dress, earned the brand $275K in MIV®.

● Lupita Nyong'o acted as the 2nd top voice for the event, amassing $2M in 
MIV®. Lupita’s top placement was worth $502K in MIV®. 

● In partnership with ‘Black Panther’, Mac Cosmetics introduced a new 
Wakandian-inspired makeup limited-edition collection. The range, which 
varies from lipsticks and eye makeup to makeup brushes and highlighters 
garnered $2M in MIV® during the first week after the release. 

● In partnership with ‘Black Panther’, this fall, Adidas launched 3 different 
Wakandian- inspired shoe drops. The ongoing partnership has generated $1.7M 
in MIV® so far. 
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Launchmetrics’ Reports 
Beauty: How to best leverage key moments on the marketing 
calendar 
The beauty industry is more competitive than ever, and in order to amplify brand presence, 
maximize engagement and drive conversion, beauty brands should lean on “key 
moments”-  the major cultural, regional or eCommerce holidays that drive high 
consumer engagement and commercial opportunities. In this report we take a deep dive 
in understanding the dynamics between the key celebratory days and how the best-in-class 
beauty brands garnered MIV by creating memorable holiday experiences around the world 
on various channels.

● Across the globe, Christmas garners the highest MIV® of $455M, followed by 
New Year’s and Valentine’s Day at $270M and $154M, respectively. For western 
countries such as the United Kingdom, USA and France, Christmas remains the 
number one key moment; however, in China, New Year’s celebration is the 
most important holiday in the country, garnering over $180M in total MIV® in 
beauty.

● Key studies of Valentine’s Day x Kylie Cosmetics, New Years x Lancome, 
Father’s Day x Dior.

● Further data and insights are available here!

Business of Beauty 2022
While beauty is considered an affordable luxury in a time of economic uncertainty, there 
has been an increasing concern over consumer fatigue. In addition, challenges remain as 
beauty is less reliant on media compared to the fashion industry and requires a much 
more nuanced, diversified Voice strategy. In this report, Launchmetrics analyzed over 
700 top-performing beauty brands across color cosmetics, skincare and fragrance to 
identify industry trends, biggest winners and best practices:

● Social media remains as the most important channel for beauty brands when it 
comes to driving MIV. While the old-guard platforms such as Instagram and 
YouTube continue to be the juggernauts in driving reach, they have seen 
decline in total MIV® on the platform year-over-year. On the other hand, TikTok 
has been propelling MIV® growth for many beauty brands through 
shorter-format videos that are more authentic and entertaining in nature. 

● On average, celebrity beauty brands have seen a decline in MIV® figures year 
on year. However, there is one star-studded beauty brand, Kylie Cosmetics, that 
has seen significant growth in MIV. Kylie Cosmetics ranked #18 in S1 2022 
Business of Beauty report, generating over $121M in MIV®.

● Top 10 beauty brands, by MIV®.
● Top 10 enterprises, by MIV®.
● Top 10 biggest winners, by MIV® growth.
● Further data and insights are available here!
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Launchmetrics’ Reports 
The State of Measurement 2022
The digitization of our industries has brought with it new challenges and opportunities. 
Adding more touch points between a customer and a website, app, platform, or mobile 
payment system has increased the amount of valuable data available – if analyzed 
properly. As a result, for the first time, we’ve addressed the most critical questions brands 
come across regarding marketing attribution in the ever-evolving digital landscape of 
today. In partnership with Publicis Sapient, we analysed The State of Measurement in 
Fashion, Luxury & Beauty 2022.

● Our data finds that Instagram is leading the way as a key marketing channel for 
luxury B2C companies, having generated $330M in MIV® in the last quarter of 
2021, but only a small percentage of FLB brands could pin-point exactly what 
this channel (and others) represent for them when it comes to ROI.

● According to our data survey, the best performing Voice for brands to drive 
awareness is Owned Media representing 39%, followed by Influencers 
representing 22%.

● In 2021, 35% of consumers made at least one purchase through social media. 
By 2025, we expect a 26% increase in social commerce purchases. Shoppable 
social activations have become so prominent in fashion that according to our 
data, Instagram generated $330M in MIV® in luxury B2C in Q4 2021.

● Further data and insights are available here!

Sports Sponsorships: How brands can maximize ROI at sports events
In this report we explore why sports sponsorship remains an attractive option for brands, 
how brands can maximize returns by reinforcing their brand image, generating brand 
visibility and loyalty through smart activations and gain access to an industry worth an 
estimated $501.43 billion in 2022. The report uncovers various data points and insights on 
the general state of play and brands like Louis Vuitton, Ralph Lauren, Rolex and Tag 
Heuer partnering with the world’s top sporting events in 2022 to garner impressive MIV® 
and showcase iconic partnerships, including:

● Global sports viewership data, such as Wimbledon’s new streaming record set 
in 2022 (52.8M) and F1 Grand Prix’s viewership increase by 66.7% since last 
year.

● Brand partnership data: an outstanding, for example, $12.6M garnered by Rolex 
x French Open partnership, David Beckham dressed in Ralph Lauren during 
Wimbledon generating $250K in MIV®, and Tag Heuer’s partnership with F1 
Grand Prix amounting to $1M in MIV®.

● Further data and insights are available here!
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Launchmetrics’ Reports 
SS23 Fashion Week Insights
SS23 Fashion Week generated an astonishing $938.4M in MIV® across all 4 fashion 
capitals. This season, we saw luxury Maisons experiment with the creative direction for 
showcases, incorporating theatrical and unique sets, as well as creating some iconic 
cultural moments in collaboration with well known Influencer/Celebrity names. We also 
noted some brands experimenting with showcasing at different locations, and took a 
look at some shows which happened off-schedule. Our report examines the overall 
performance of all 4 weeks, including notable moments from each, and provides 
insights behind the data we have gathered throughout the month. It also includes the list 
of the top performing Influencers throughout the weeks, off-schedule shows and key 
takeaways from the season. 

Further data and insights are available here!

FW22 PFW - Haute Couture
Paris Fashion Week - Haute Couture generated an astonishing $118.8M in MIV® across 
over 25K placements, a figure which grew 4 times since the last season. France and the 
UK were the top 2 performing countries with 28% and 11% of the MIV® share respectively. 
The PFW - HC highly benefited from Influencer & Celebrity Voices amounting to 21% of 
the total MIV®, with event attendees featuring A-listers such as Kim Kardashian, Kris 
Jenner, Bella Hadid, Dua Lipa and many more. 

Further data and insights are available here!

FW22 Fashion Week Insights
This FW22 season saw a number of notable moments, from celebrity appearances, 
growing brands, iconic collections and more, garnering an overall of $588.4M in MIV®. 
With the loosening of Covid restrictions, this season’s MFW and PFW drove the return to 
the new normal. Plenty of press coverage opportunities were to be had given the 
numerous physical events around the cities. Some of the notable shows this season 
were Gucci’s Adidas collaboration ($26.8M MIV®), Balenciaga’s snowy runway ($25.2M 
MIV) and Valentino’s monotone show ($13.4M MIV®). The shows also acknowledged the 
worsening situation in Ukraine -  between Milan and Paris Fashion week a total of 18% 
of placements mentioned the ongoing conflict. In solidarity, to name a few moments, 
was Armani’s silent show, Demna Gvasalia’s Balenciaga show tribute to Ukranians and 
Gigi Hadid’s pledge to donate all fashion month earnings to Ukraine and Palestine.

Further data and insights are available here!
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Launchmetrics’ Reports 
Decoding Spring/Summer 23 Spotlight Report
Across Paris, Milan, New York and London, SS23 for Women’s RTW drove a total of $938M+ 
in MIV®, which was roughly 60% higher than that of FW22. Launchmetrics Spotlight 
photographers, each over 20+ years of experience, shoot visual assets for 25+ fashion weeks 
per season. For SS23, our photographers shot 645 shows across the globe, which 
accounted for over 88k images spanning across the runway, backstage, hair and makeup, 
and more. These images were downloaded 56k+ times by media and creators across 50 
unique countries. In this report, we’ll analyze our viewership and download data to 
understand the most popular designers, looks, and content as well as the biggest 
winners for SS23, compared to FW22. Our report deep dives into the download data such 
as:

● Valentino claimed the throne as the most viewed and downloaded designer 
of SS23, driving over 8k in unique downloads.

● Saint Laurent’s first runway look was the most viewed look of SS23, garnering 
over 5k unique views. 

● The British and American fashion houses dominated the biggest winners 
category. JW Anderson was the biggest winner of SS23, increasing its 
download numbers by 901%+ compared to FW22.

● Further data and insights are available here!

Decoding Fall/Winter 22 Spotlight Report
We have also reflected on the FW22 collections to provide insights and data to 
understand the most popular designers, looks, and up and coming styles of the 
season. During the FW22 collections, our network of photographers shot 649 shows 
across the globe, which account for over 73k images. These images were downloaded 
over 449k+ times by 1k+ media and creators across 300+ magazines in 52 unique 
countries  — providing very interesting insights on the FW trends:

● Dior was the most downloaded designer brand from FW22, driving over 13k in 
unique downloads. Legacy leaders such as Chanel and Valentino followed suit, 
with over 11k and 10k unique downloads, respectively. However, when it comes 
to average number of downloads per image, Michael Kors took the lead with 
over 37 downloads per image, followed by Bottega Veneta.

● Having analyzed photos of FW22 runways, we identified 16 distinct styles 
having defined the season. Including: Sexy Body, Y2K, Academia, Hippie 
Minimalism, Dopamine Dressing- to name a few. 

● It also includes a deep dive by the brand, the style and the city (NYC, London, 
Milan and Paris).

● Further data and insights are available here!
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Launchmetrics’ Reports 
Making Sense of Sustainability
Sustainability is without a doubt one of the biggest issues confronting the fashion industry. 
The industry produces up to 10% of global carbon dioxide output and accounts for a fifth of 
the 300 million tons of plastic produced globally each year. These are figures that cannot - 
and are not - disregarded by fashion houses, considering the urgency of the climate crisis 
the world is facing. We note the early beginning of changes, with some brands introducing 
new shifts to their business models. Through Launchmetrics’ proprietary algorithm value, 
MIV®, we looked into the conversations around ‘sustainability’, noting some important 
insights around the shift in discussions within the industry:

● MIV® for sustainability grew by an impressive 54% during the first semester of 
2022, compared to the first semester of 2021, accounting for $2B and $1.3B 
respectively.

● Fashion accounted for $618M in MIV® when it comes to sustainability during 
the first semester of 2022. This means that over 30% of overall sustainability 
conversation is in regards to the fashion industry alone compared to other 
industries.

● Case studies: Levi’s: buy better, wear longer, Ganni x Levi’s.
● Celebrities are by far the most impactful Voices in driving MIV® when it comes 

to sustainability. Following celebrities, All-Star influencers are responsible for 
generating 61% of MIV® when it comes to raising awareness around 
sustainability.

● Further data and insights are available here!
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• Media Impact Value™ (MIV®): Launchmetrics’ proprietary Machine Learning algorithm 
provides brands with a unified currency to measure the value of all marketing activities 
across Voices, Channels, and Markets by assigning a monetary amount to every post, 
interaction, and article. Finely tuned to specificities of fashion, luxury, and beauty, the 
algorithm was trained on actual media rates and 5+ years of FLB specific campaign 
data. It analyzes more than 100 quantitative and qualitative attributes including 
audience engagement, industry relevance, source authority, and content quality, to 
create a highly accurate method of measurement. MIV® offers a unified way to 
calculate how brand equity is being created and which strategies create the most ROI. 

• Placements: Number of posts, interactions or articles related to search query (i.e. 
brand, product or event).

• Voices: Launchmetrics’ Voice-Centric approach highlights the Voices creating value 
today to provide a holistic view of marketing performance and cross-compare the 
impact various activities have on the customer lifecycle. From Media, Celebrities, 
Influencers, Partners and Owned Media, this methodology gives brands a unique 
framework to understand the ROI of these activities as well as the Voices that 
influence the customer buying journey from awareness and consideration to 
conversion and retention. 

• Share of Value: The percentage of Media Impact Value™ generated by a brand, a 
segment, or an influencer, during a specific time period (ex: monthly) or an event (ex: 
Fashion Week, BeautyCon or Baselworld). Share of Value can be used to identify the 
most talked about brand during an event or benchmark your marketing & 
communications strategies against competitors.

• Share of Voice: The percentage of mentions generated by a brand, segment or 
influencer during a specific time period (ex: monthly) or an event (ex: Fashion Week, 
BeautyCon or Baselworld). Share of Voice can be used to identify the most talked 
about brand during an event or to benchmark your marketing & communications 
strategies against your competitors.

Methodology
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